Occasionally Useful Things! – Part 1
A Minature Dowling Jig
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Headstocks doweled – One headstock pushed onto the solebars with the other headstock showing the dowel
pins in place. A wagon frame can be assembled & disassembled many times before final glueing.
It makes fitting the rest of the running gear much easier.

The problem is that we have a very wide range of skills and interests within the Society. Some of
our members are skilled engineers, whilst others are skilled modellers but have little interest in
‘engineering’ per se. The fact is that Gauge ‘3’ sits very firmly on the border between the larger
engineering ‘gauges’ and the smaller modelling ‘scales’. Methods from both disciplines can be
used in our scale/gauge and most have been well documented elsewhere. It is therefore hard to
find something new to write about, that is either not so basic as to be of little value, or so specialist that no-one else would be interested.
That’s why I’ve called this article “Occasionally Useful Things” and if our Editor approves, I’ll write
one or two more in the future. You may never need any of them but if you do, then hopefully the
ideas outlined will prove useful to you. I should also add that my modelling interests are probably
equally obscure and perhaps my methods reflect this but I’ll try to give a little background information as I go along.
My first device is a miniature doweling jig. It’s not too complicated and I think I made mine in
about two hours. I faced the edges in the lathe but it’s not essential. We are blessed these days
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The doweling Jig – I originally intended to countersink the screw holes and replace the roundhead screws
with cap screws, but never quite got around to it. This is the simpler way.

with a very good choice of wagon kits and innovations like Flexi-kits. Not long ago, there so wasn’t much available commercially and many G3 members were by default, scratch builders. I still
make scale wooden frames for some of my wagons and this small jig is very useful. I should be
clear that its purpose is not just to make strong joints. I think its real value lies in the fact it lets me
‘dry’ assemble the major wagon frame components and still achieve repeatable alignment. I like
to make as many components as possible (and test assemble them with fittings) before final gluing. Doweled joints let me do this easily.
The jig itself is very simple, just three small parts and four M4 screws. I didn’t make any drawings
at the time but will see if I can do so in retrospect. I think a photo (or two) will explain the jigs use
better than I can do so in words. I use short lengths of cocktail sticks for my dowels and a lifetime
supply can be purchased (in your local Supermarket) for a pound or two. Hopefully the photos
will be self explanatory but I will add that it is possible to drill part-way through the ‘side-on’ piece
such that the dowel joint is invisible on assembly (note the headstock). I drill deeper holes
(lengthwise) in the ‘end-on’ piece and sometimes do glue the dowels in this as I go along. The
dimensions I will provide will be suitable for a G3 wagon frame (12” x 5” Solebar & Crossbearer)
but can of course be varied for other applications. At Barry Island last year, I was very impressed
with Ken Cottle’s Goods Shed, which is fully detailed inside with scale timber framing. If I ever get
around to making a similar model building, then I’d use dowels for that too, although it might need
a new jig.
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Clamped for drilling – A headstock is positioned against the solebar. You can either drill right through
or part way (for a blind hole). A solebar and crossbearer would be drilled in the same manner.
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